Elucidation of relationship between tumor size and survival in non-small-cell lung cancer patients can aid early decision making in clinical drug development.
Four non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) registration trials were utilized to develop models linking survival to risk factors and changes in tumor size during treatment. The purpose was to leverage existing quantitative knowledge to facilitate future development of anti-NSCLC drugs. Eleven risk factors were screened using a Cox model. A mixed exponential decay and linear growth model was utilized for modeling tumor size. Survival times were described in a parametric model. Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) score and baseline tumor size were consistent prognostic factors of survival. Tumor size was well described by the mixed model. The parametric survival model includes ECOG score, baseline tumor size, and week 8 tumor size change as predictors of survival duration. The change in tumor size at week 8 allows early assessment of the activity of an experimental regimen. The survival model and the tumor model will be beneficial for early screening of candidate drugs, simulating NSCLC trials, and optimizing trial designs.